DISMEMBERMENT   OF  THE  EMPIRE
as Christian names, survive as surnames, even in the south:
Gautier, Gamier, Ratier, Girard, Godemar, Joubert, Norbert,
Durand, Geoffrey. A few female names have also survived, such
as Mathilde, Berthe, Genevieve, though most of them have fallen
out of use.
Traces of Frankish customs survived in French life. The ordeal,
the duel, and the challenger'" gage of battle passed into French
medieval procedure, while such customs as equal divisions of
inheritances between all children, marriage settlements (douaire}>
and community of possessions between married couples have
passed into French private law. Even the conception of honour,
in spite of its Latin name, was no longer that of the Romans, who
saw in honour first and foremost a social distinction. In fiiture
it was the warrior's intense consciousness of his personal worth
that made it his duty to put down any insult by force of arms
at the risk of his life. The duty of 'avenging his honour' was to
remain to the end one of the essential rules of life among the
French nobility.
The system of weights, measures, and currency was of Roman
origin, as shown by names derived from the Latin: aune, coudfo,
perche, muid, lieue, livre, sou, denier (the French equivalents of ell,
cubit, perch, modius, league, pound, sou, and penny). But Charle-
magne reorganized the monetary system, no longer taking gold
as its basis, but silver, and establishing a new relation between the
value of gold and silver. The standard was the livre, the weight
of which was increased to 450 grammes, or nearly a pound; the
silver livre was equivalent to twenty gold sous, the gold sou to
twelve silver deniers, and the denier to two obols. The relation
between the various coins lasted down to the Revolution in France,
where the name 'sou' is still in popular use; and it still survives in
England.
The unity of the governmental system, which ended by uniting
in a single body all the subjects of the Frankish kings, never
affected the profound difference existing between the Gallo-
Roman population of the region south of the Loire and the popu-
lation with a Frankish admixture in the region to the north of the
Loire - a difference of speech, customs, and sentiment which has
remained a fundamental characteristic of the French nation. It
was in the northern region, the only one which had been the land
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